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We investigate the Dirichlet operator semigroups of non-Gaussian Gibbs
measures on linear spin lattice systems. We prove that Dirichlet semigroups
preserve spaces of L2-differentiable functions. We show how the non-linearity and
unboundedness of drift term in Dirichlet operator affects the structure of the spaces
involved.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction and Main Results
The suggestion of spaces of differentiable functions in which the parabolic
Cauchy problem has a strong solution described by a strongly continuous
semigroup generated by uniformly elliptic second-order differential operator
is a sufficiently easy problem when the operator has C-coefficients bounded
with derivatives. In this case one can construct the strongly continuous semi-
group directly in the Sobolev Wk2(R
n, dx) or C kb(R
n) spaces of differentiable
functions, grounding on the intrinsic equivalence between them and the
domains of powers of operators.
However, in the case of unbounded coefficients even in the first-order drift
term the situation appears to be more complicated. The obvious difficulty
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which immediately arises when we try to consider the equivalent to
domains of powers norms lies in the fact that we can fail the quasi-
accreativity assumption, natural in the framework of HilleYosida theorem
for strongly continuous semigroups in the Banach spaces.
Another inpenetrable obstacle is that the strong continuity breaks even in
the Banach space of uniformly continuous functions UCb , for example, for
the Dirichlet semigroup of Gaussian measure (linear drift): one should use
a weaker topology, like Mackey's [18] or should restrict oneself to certain
subspaces with special behaviour of functions along the drift term [14, 23].
This paper grew out of our attempt to understand the subtle effects not
only relevant to the unbounded drift behaviour, but also connected with
the dependence of differential operator on the infinite number of variables.
Such operators appear as the quantum Hamiltonians of the lattice spin
systems and are known as the Dirichlet operators associated with the
Dirichlet energy forms of Gibbs measures (see e.g. [2, 5, 6, 13, 28, 34, 38]).
In applications to lattice spin systems most progress has been achieved
on the C-solvability of the Cauchy problem [15, 25] when the spin space
is compact, for approximate properties in uniform and L2-norms see also
[3032, 43, 44, 46]. In the non-compact non-Gaussian case the L2 essential
self-adjointness of Dirichlet operators was proved in [3, 4] via approxima-
tion criterions of [12, 13]. In Cb-topologies the construction of the
associated Feller semigroup was carried out in [24, 47].
In this paper we investigate the parabolic Cauchy problem in the spaces
of L2-differentiable functions W3(+) for the Dirichlet operators associated
with non-Gaussian Gibbs measures on the countable product RZd. In these
spaces the self-adjointness of the Dirichlet operators fails, but we are able
to prove the result of essential maximal quasi-acreativity, involving the dis-
tinct correlations between the growth of a function and its derivatives. The
main stress is put on making precise how the exact structure and hierarchy
of weights in seminorms of space W3(+) is connected with the order of non-
linearity of one-point potentials in Gibbs measure.
Here we follow the idea of special representation of Dirichlet operators
and successive application of the Da PratoGrisvard theorem, suggested in
[7] and used in [1, 8]. The Da PratoGrisvard theorem [22] gives
conditions on form-sum closeability for closed operators in Banach space.
We stress that it can be applied also in the case of ``noncomparable''
operators.
The paper consists of two parts and Appendix.
In the first part the non-Gaussian Gibbs measure + and associated
Dirichlet operators [H4] under consideration are introduced. We con-
struct the spaces W3(+) of differentiable functions and prove the result on
solvability for the Cauchy problem in Theorem 3. The proof of Theorem 3
heavily grounds on the statements of quasi-accreativity (Proposition 4),
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special behaviour of weights 3 in the scale W3(+), permitting the inclusions
of these spaces into domains of Dirichlet operators (Proposition 5), and the
smooth polynomial solvability of the Cauchy problem for the special block
operators with independent variables (Proposition 6).
We would like to turn the attention of the reader to the Appendix to the
paper, where the result of quasi-accreativity is given in the simplest situa-
tion of the Dirichlet operator on line. In fact the required quasi-accreativity
uses only the quasi-concavity and polynomiality of the one-point potentials
and, for Zd situation, the Gaussianess of interaction plus transitional
invariantness of system.
The second part of the paper is devoted to the proofs of Propositions
46, used in Theorem 3. Here we show how the hierarchy of seminorms
arises. We have to adjust the special weight reduction in the space W3(+),
which requires the smaller growth for the smaller derivatives of function
from W3(+). This reduction, polynomial on lattice and x # RZ
d
, is directly
computed by the order of non-linearity in the drift term of the Dirichlet
operator.
We remark that Hint 9 explaining the behaviour of Dirichlet operators
on weight is intimately used in the both proofs of Propositions 4 and 6.
Here it is applied to the quasi-accreativity proof and to the uniform on
unbounded boundary conditions estimates on the moments of Cameron
Martin perturbations of the Wiener measure.
Additionally we give in the second part the construction of the spaces
C3(R
Zd) of continuously differentiable functions, possessing the property of
quasi-accreativity for the Dirichlet operator. Note that for n=0, i.e., for the
Dirichlet operator of Gaussian measure, such spaces were used in [14].
Now we describe the systems considered.
Let [+4]4/Zd, |4| denote the set of local Gibbs measures on
RZ
d
= _
k # Zd
R1
d+4(x)=
1
Z4
exp {&12 :[k, j ] & 4{0 b(k& j) xk xj=
_k # 4 e
&F(xk) dxk_j # Zd"4 $xj ; (1)
here Z4 is a normalization factor and $x denotes $-measure.
The interaction matrix B=[b(k& j )]k, j # Zd and one-point potentials
[F(xk)]k # Zd satisfy the following assumptions:
(a) The matrix B=[b(k& j )] is finite-diagonal, i.e.,
_R0 , \j # Zd | j |>R0 O b( j )#0. (2)
490 antoniouk and antoniouk
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(b) The function
F(x)=a2n+2 x
2n+2+ } } } +a0 (3)
is a polynomial with a2n+2>0, n # N.
The order of nonlinearity n will play an important role in the hierarchy
of seminorms below.
Let the space Pcyl (R
Zd) consist of cylinder infinitely differentiable func-
tions with at most polynomial growth with derivatives at infinity, i.e.,
\f # Pcyl(R
Zd) _4=suppcyl f /Zd, |4|< and _h # C(R4)
such that f (x)=h(x4) and \: # (Z+)4 _D: , m::
}\`i # 4 
:i
i + h } (x4)D: \1+ :k # 4 x
2
k+
m:
, (4)
where
i=

xi
, :ii =
:i
x:ii
.
Consider a Gibbs measure + # Gz [+4] on RZ
d
, i.e., one satisfying
DRL-equations [26, 36]
\f # Pcyl (R
Zd), \4/Zd |4|<, +(+4( f ))=+( f ), (5)
with &( f )=RZd f d& and satisfying the assumption
\m1, 1<|
RZ
d
zm d+(x)<. (6)
Here
z= :
k # Zd
ak(1+x2k) (7)
and the numbers [ak] satisfy tr(ak)=k # Zd ak=1 and have at most
exponential behaviour
_M, 1M|akaj |M, |k& j |<R0 , (8)
with R0 defined in (2).
We remark that the condition n>0 in (3) implies that measure
+ # Gz[+4] is non-Gaussian.
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The set of Gibbs measures (5) is non-empty convex compact [27, 37, 41]
and for sufficiently small numbers [b( j )] the measure + is unique [16].
Condition (6) is satisfied, for example, for an even concave polynomial F
and a positively definite matrix B in (1) (e.g. [16, 9]).
Hereforth we consider the Gibbs measures with nondegenerate projec-
tions; i.e., any finite-dimensional projection of + # Gz [+4] is strictly positive
on balls.
The integration by parts characterization of Gibbs measures on RZ
d
[17, 40]
\k # Zd, +(k f )=+(&;k f ), (9)
with k=xk and
;k=&F$(xk)& :
j # Zd
b(k& j)xj (10)
permits us to introduce the family of differential operators
H4= :
k # 4
Hk , Hk= 12 [&
2
k&;k k], (11)
with domain D(H4)=Pcyl (R
Zd), 4/Zd, |4|. The operators (11) are
Dirichlet operators associated with Dirichlet forms [2, 5, 6, 28, 38]
(H4 f, h)L2(+)=
1
2 :
k # 4
|
RZd
k f } k h d+ (12)
on f, h # Pcyl (R
Zd).
We will study the Cauchy problem for operators [H4] (11) in spaces
W3(+) which we introduce below. We remark that the hierarchy of semi-
norms (1)(4) below tightly depends on the order of nonlinearity n.
Definition 1. The Hilbert space W3(+) is a closure of Pcyl (R
Zd) with
respect to norm
& f &23(+)= :
(p, C) # 3
|
RZ
d
p(z) OCmf, mfo d+(x), (13)
with z=k # Zd ak(1+x
2
k) (7) and a finite set of weights 3=[(p, C)]
satisfying the following requirements:
(1) Each p(z) is a monotonous polynomial on z1 and satisfies
_=p>0, p(z)=p , z # [1=tr(ak), ). (14)
492 antoniouk and antoniouk
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(2) Multimatrix C=C 1 } } } Cm introduce pairing
OCmf, mfo= :
k1 , ..., km # Zd
C 1k1 } } } C
m
km |k1 } } } km f |
2, (15)
where mf =[k1 } } } km f, k1 , ..., km # Z
d], k=xk and the diagonal
matrixes Ci with diagonal [C ik=C
i
kk]k # Zd fulfill
_#=#3 , 1#|C ik C
i
j |#, for |k& j |R0 . (16)
(3) _ weight (p0 , <) # 3, i.e., one of the terms in (13) has form
RZd p0(z) | f (x)|
2 d+(x).
To ensure the quasi-accreativity for the Dirichlet operators [H4] we
have to require condition (4) on the special hierarchy of weights (p, C) in
3. Let (p, C=C 1 } } } Cm) # 3 be a weight corresponding to the mth
derivative of function f in (13). Let matrix [C ij] i< j # [1, ..., m] , corresponding
to the (m&1)th derivative, be generated by matrix C by the rule
[C ij]=C 1  } } }
@^
 (A)&2nA j C iCj } } } Cm. (17)
Here matrix A is diagonal with diagonal elements [ak]k # Zd from (7), nota-
tion C 1 } } } @^ C
s means that in tensor product the i th matrix is omitted,
and C 1 } } } BA j  } } } Cs means that on j th place in tensor product
it is inserted matrix B.
(4) \(p, C=C 1 } } } C m) # 3, \i< j # [1, ..., m] there is weight
(q, C ) # 3 which majorizes weight (z2np(z), C ij ), i.e., _K such that for n
introduced in (3)
z2np(z)K } q(z), z1
(18)
[C ij]lK } C l, l=1, ..., m&1.
Inequality (18) is understood as one between two diagonal matrices.
Hereforth the matrix A is diagonal with diagonal elements [ak]k # Zd
from (7).
The structure of the space W3(+) is not transparent at first glance.
Without a doubt, the hierarchy of weights (18) means only distinct
dependence between growth of function and its derivatives in (13).
In the Appendix we briefly discuss the simplest situation when RZ
d
is
replaced by R1 and matrix C, which controls the behaviour on lattice,
disappears. In this situation the hierarchy of weights pi , leading to the
quasi-accreativity for the Dirichlet operator, becomes more clear and
observable.
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We give below one possible example of W3(+)-norm with up to mth
order of differentiation, satisfying condition (4).
Example 2. For any m0 the space W3(+) of m-times L2-differentiable
functions can be introduced via a norm, for which condition (4) is satisfied
& f &2=| q(z) Om f (x),mf (x)o d+(x)
+ :
m&1
i=1
| q(z)z2ni O[(A&2ni)3i&1  } } }  (A&2n)3i&1]
_m&i f (x), m&i f (x)o d+(x)
+| p0(z) | f (x)| 2 d+(x),
with z introduced in (7).
The main result of the paper about W3(+)-Cauchy problem for operators
[H4]4/Zd, |4|  (11) follows. We remark that for W3(R
Zd, +)=L2(RZ
d
, +),
i.e., 3=(1(z), 0), the statement of Theorem 3 in part of essential self-
adjointness in L2(RZ
d
) was proved in [3].
Theorem 3. Under conditions (2, 3) for any + # Gz [+4] we have:
1. The operators [H4]4/Zd, |4| of infinite number of variables are
essentially maximally quasi-accreative in W3(+) with essential domain
Pcyl (R
Zd), so there is a strong solution for the Cauchy problem in W3(+)-
topology.
2. The Dirichlet semigroups preserve spaces W3(+) and satisfy the
estimate
&exp(&tH 34) f &W3(+)e
M3(+) & f &W3(+) , (19)
where the constant M3(+) is uniform on 4/Zd, |4|<.
3. Consistency: for W32(+)/W31(+) we have
exp(&tH 31(+)4 )AW32(+)=exp(&tH
32(+)
4 ),
where AW3(+) means restriction.
Proof. As a main toll we use here the next theorem, proved in [22]; see
also discussions in papers [1, 8].
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Theorem (Da PratoGrisvard). Let A1 , ..., An be linear maximally
quasi-accreative operators in a Hilbert space X. Suppose that there exists a
Hilbert space Y, such that
1. \i=1, ..., n Y is continuously and densely embedded into DX (A2i )
with graph norm.
2. The restrictions Ai AY=AYi are maximally quasi-accreative in Y.
Then the operator L=A1+ } } } +An with domain D(L)=Y is essentially
maximally quasi-accreative in X, i.e., the closure L X is maximally quasi-
accreative.
Under the conditions of this theorem the multiplicative formula for semi-
groups [29, 45] holds
exp(&tL X)=X-strong& lim
m   {`
n
i=1
exp \& tm Ai+=m (20)
uniformly on [0, T], T>0.
To apply this theorem we have to represent operator H4 as a finite sum
of operators.
Let g=[1, N0]d & Zd for some N0>3R0 . Then lattice Zd is represented
as a finite union of block parts
Zd= .
i # [0, 1]d
U(i) , U(i)={ (i1 N0 , 0, ..., 0) } } } {(0, ..., 0, id N0) U(0) , (21)
where U(0)=k # (2N0 Z)d {kg, i=(i1 , ..., id) # [0, 1]
d and {k is a shift on
vector k # (2N0 Z)d.
Representation (21) leads to the decomposition of operator H4 , 4/Zd,
|4| as a finite sum of noncomparable operators
H4= :
i # [0, 1]d
H4 & U(i) (22)
with independent variables in sense that [Hk , Hj]=0, |k& j |>2R0 , i.e.
block parts ({k g) & 4 of each H4 & U(i) commute.
The next propositions control the conditions of Da PratoGrisvard
theorem with operators Ai=H4 & U(i) in scales W3(+), + # Gz[+4]. The
proofs are moved to Section 2.
Proposition 4. The operators [H4] are uniformly on 4/Zd, |4|<
quasi-accreative in W3(+), i.e.,
_M3(+) , Re(H4 f, f )W3(+) &M3(+) & f &
2
W3(+)
on f # Pcyl (R
Zd).
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Proposition 5. For any W3(+) there exists W3$(+) such that W3$(+)/
DW3(+)(H4) densely, continuously, and uniformly on 4/Z
d, |4|, i.e.,
_D3(+) , \4/Z
d, |4|, &H4 f &W3(+)D3(+) & f &W3$(+) ,
on f # Pcyl (R
Zd).
Proposition 6. For any 4/Zd, |4| and i # [0, 1]d the Cauchy
problem for block operators H4 & U(i)

t
f (t, x)=&H4 & U(i) f (t, x)
(23)
f (0, x)= f0(x)
is smoothly solved in Pcyl (R
Zd); i.e., f0 # Pcyl (R
Zd) implies \t>0
f (t, } ) # Pcyl(R
Zd).
Propositions 4 and 6 give maximal quasi-accreativity [39, Theorem
X.49] of the closures
[H4 & U(i) , i # [0, 1]
d, 4/Zd, |4|]
in any W3(+) with domain Pcyl (R
Zd). Corresponding Dirichlet semigroups
exp(&tH 3(+)4 & U(i))
are constructed as a closure of operators, solving Cauchy problems (23) in
Proposition 6 in W3(+)-topologies. This implies
exp(&tH 3(+)4 & U(i)) AW3$(+)=exp(&tH
3$(+)
4 & U(i))
for W3$(+)/W3(+). So for block operators Ai=H4 & U(i) the required
consistently condition (2) in the Da PratoGrisvard theorem is valid.
Condition (1) is guaranteed by a double application of Proposition 5.
Let now X1=W31(+) and X2=W32(+). As 3=31 _ 32 also satisfy con-
ditions (1)(4) of Definition 1 we have by Proposition 5 the existence of
space
Y=W3$(+)/DX1(A
2
i ) & DX2(A
2
i ).
Due to the Da PratoGrisvard theorem we obtain the essential maximal
quasi-accreativity (with domain Y) of operators [H4]4/Zd, |4| in both
X1=W31(+), X2=W32(+) spaces.
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Formula (20) leads to uniform on t # [0, T], T>0 convergence
exp(&tH 31(+)4 ) f =W31(+)& lim
m   { `i # [0, 1]d exp \&
t
m
H 31(+)4 & U(i)+=
m
f (24)
and
exp(&tH 32(+)4 ) f =W32(+)& lim
m   { `i # [0, 1]d exp \&
t
m
H 32(+)4 & U(i)+=
m
f (25)
on f # Pcyl (R
Zd)/W3i(+), i=1, 2. Here closures are taken from domain
Y=W3$(+).
For f # Pcyl (R
Zd) and fixed m>0 the right sides of (24), (25) coincide
due to the smooth solveness of parabolic Cauchy problems in the space
Pcyl (R
Zd) (Proposition 6). So sequences (24), (25) converge in both
topologies W31(+) and W32(+), i.e.,
\f # Pcyl (R
Zd), exp(&tH 31(+)4 ) f =exp(&tH
32(+)
4 ) f.
Taking closure from Pcyl (R
Zd) we have consistency statement (3).
The statement of essential maximal quasi-accreativity for H4 in
X=W3(+) with domain Y=W3$(+) is equivalent to
Y DX (H4)=DX (H4).
As Pcyl (R
Zd)& } &Y=Y by Definition 1 we see that closure in more weak
topology covers Y
P cyl (R
Zd)DX (H4)#Y,
so
P cyl (R
Zd)DX (H4)#Y DX (H4)=DX (H4).
Together with Pcyl (R
Zd)/DX (H4) this leads to
P cyl (R
Zd)DX (H4)=DX (H4),
which is exactly the essential maximal quasi-accreativity of H4 in
X=W3(+) with domain Pcyl (R
Zd).
At last the preservance of space W3(+) by the Dirichlet semigroups and
estimate (19) follow from Proposition 4, essential maximal quasi-
accreativity of H4 and the HilleYosida theorem.
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Remark 7. The uniform on lattice 4/Zd, |4| estimates on
Dirichlet semigroups exp(&tH 4) could also be obtained in C3(RZ
d
) spaces
of continuously differentiable functions with sup-norms of at most polyno-
mial with derivatives growth; see Theorem 11.
Remark 8. We remark that the results of this paper are simply
extended to the case of function F(x) (3) of polynomial with derivatives
growth, when |x|  . In this situation the power weight nF is such that
(1+x2)nF should majorize any derivative of function F. All proofs in this
paper are also valid.
2. Proofs
The next hint gives a simple but rather important tool which is essen-
tially that used in Propositions 4 and 6. We note that the uniform on lattice
estimate is guaranteed by the special dependence of weight p(z),
z=k # Zd ak(1+x
2
k) (7) on all variables from R
Zd.
Hint 9. Let p be as in (14). Then we estimate
H4 p(z)&Mp } p(z)
with constant Mp independent on 4/Zd, |4|.
Proof. As z=k # Zd ak (1+x
2
k) and k # Zd ak=1, ak>0 we can con-
clude that
H4 p(z)= 12 :
k # 4
[&2k&;k k] p(z)
=&p$(z) :
k # 4
ak&2p"(z) :
k # 4
a2k x
2
k
+p$(z) :
k # 4
k Fk } ak xk+p$(z) :
k # 4
ak xk (Bx)k
&{ :k # Zd ak (1+:)+Nz= |p$(z)|&2Dz |p"(z)|. (26)
Above we have used that functions Fk=F(xk) are even polynomials with
positive coefficient a2n+2 , so there is a certain constant :>0:
F $k(xk) } xk+:0, \xk # R.
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We have also used that the term k # 4 ak xk (Bx)k can be estimated by
modulo
} :k # 4 ak xk (Bx)k }= } :k # 4, j # Zd ak xk xj b(k& j ) }
= } :
k # 4, j # Zd
|k& j |R0
- ak - aj xk xj b(k& j )
- ak
- aj }
max
j # Zd
|b( j )| - M :
k, j # Zd
|k& j |R0
{ak x
2
k
2
+
aj x2j
2 =Nz,
where N=(2R0)d max |b( j )| - M with M in (8).
In (26) constant D is such that \k # Zd : |ak|<D1. From inequality
(26) and due to the fact that p is strictly positive polynomial of variable
z # [1=Tr A, ), A=[ak]k # Zd we obtain the existence of constant Mp
such that H4 p&Mp } p. K
Proposition 4. Operators [H4 , |4|] are uniformly on 4/Zd,
|4| quasi-accreative in W3(+); i.e.,
_M3 , Re(H4 u, u)W3(+)&M3 &u&
2
W3(+) , (27)
for \u # Pcyl(R
Zd).
Remark. In fact the quasi-accreativity is a consequence of quasi-con-
cavity of the one-point potentials (3), step (37); Gaussianness of interaction
(2), step (36); and of polynomially of potentials, steps (39), (42).
Proof. The scalar product is simply recovered by norm in (13, 15):
(H4 u, u)W3(+)= :
(p, C) # 3
|
RZ
d
p(z) OCmH4 u, muo d+. (28)
To control (27) we take one of the terms in (28) corresponding to weight
(p, C) and check that due to the structure of massive 3 any such term we
can estimate from below by &M3 &u&2W3(+) .
We first note the next simple commutation, which follows from the
representation of operator H4 (11)
:
j # 4
[k , Hj]u= :
j # 4
Rkj j u,
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where Rkj=$kj F k"+b(k& j ). It would be more convenient to represent it
in the form
[, H4]u=F"I4 u+BI4 u, (29)
where diagonal matrix I4 has elements [I4]kk=1, k # 4, [I4]=0 otherwise
and matrix F"I4 u is diagonal with elements [F"(xk) k u]k # 4 , other-
wise 0.
Using (28) and commutation (29) we represent any term in l.h.s. of (27)
as a sum of three terms:
2Re |
RZ
d
p OCmH4 u, muo d+
=2Re | p OCH4 mu, muo d+ (30)
+Re :
m&1
i=0
| p OCi[BI4 m&iu], muo d+ (31)
+Re :
m&1
i=0
| p OCi[F"I4 m&iu], muo d+. (32)
Now we have to estimate these terms. Using the simple identity
2Re OCH4 f, f o=H4 & suppcyl f OCf, fo+O(I4 C) f, fo (33)
for f =mu and that operators [H4 , |4|] are symmetric (12),
| p(H4 OCmu, muo) d+=| (H4 & suppcyl f) OCmu, muo d+, (34)
we have term (30) in the form
(30)=2 | (H4 & suppcyl u p) OCmu, muo d+
+| p O(I4 C) mu, muo d+, (35)
where the pairing O(I4C) mu, muo is understood in the sense of
(15), as generated by the new multimatrix
C1=I4C=I4C 1  } } } Cm.
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Using Hint 9 and nonnegativity of the second term in (35) we estimate (30)
from below by &Mp &u&2W3(+) .
Expression (31) we estimate by modulo
} | p OCi(BI4 m&iu), muo d+ }
= } |RZd p {: C 1k1 } } } C mkm b(a&ki+1)
} (k1 } } } ki a ki+2 } } } m u) } (k1 } } } km u )= d+ }
sup |b( j )| | p : C 1k1 } } } C mkm
_12[ |k1 } } } 
ki a ki+2 } } } km u|
2+|k1 } } } km u|
2] d+
MB (2R0)d ((#+1)2) | p OCmu, muo d+M &u&2W3(+) . (36)
In the expressions above, the summation runs on all possible finite sub-
sets of lattice Zd
[(k1 , ..., km , a) # (Zd)m+1 : |a&ki |R0 , ki # Zd, a # 4].
The constant # appears from inequality |C i+1k C
i+1
a |# at |k&a|R0 ,
which follows from (16).
The term (32) is estimated not so trivially. Here we especially use the
hierarchy of weights in the definition of W3(+)-norm. First we apply
Leibnitz's rule for differentiation of product to (32) at fixed i # [1, ..., m&1]
and pick out a term with |:|=0.
(32) i=| p(z) OC } (I } } } F"A(i+1) I4 } } } I) mu, muo d+ (37)
+ :
: & ;=<, |:|>0
: _ ;=[1, ..., i]
Re |
RZ
d
p(z) OC(:F"I) } ;m&iu, muo d+. (38)
Here summations runs on all possible representations of set [1, ..., i]
onto two nonintersecting subsets :, ;, |:|>0 and ;=>s # ; ks .
Under assumption (3) the term in (37) is estimated from below by
(inf F") } &u&2W3(+) .
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To end the proof we only have to estimate each term in summation in
(38) from above by modulo. Using Ho lder inequality and
k F (m)(xj)=$kj F (m+1)(xj)
we arrive at
|(38)|&u&W3(+) \| p(z) OE :, ;F ;m&iu, ;m&iuo d++
12
, (39)
where the pairing is generated by matrix
E :, ;F =}
s # ;
C sC [:]Ci+1 |F (2+|:| )(xki+1)|
2 I4 Ci+2 } } } C m. (40)
Here C[:]=>r # : C
r.
As F is a polynomial of order 2n+2 (3), we have the obvious estimate
on derivatives of function F: for m=3, ..., 2n+2
|F (m)(xk)| 2D(1+x2k)
2nD
(ak(1+x2k))
2n
a2nk
D
z2n
a2nk
and z above was introduced in (7). The above inequality implies the coor-
dinate inequality for the diagonal matrixes
|F (2+|:| )| 2 I4Dz2 |:| uA&2 |:| n, (41)
with z1 (7) and A to be diagonal matrix formed by numbers [ak]k # Zd
from (7, 8), so A&2n1.
Using (41) we can estimate (39) by
(39)&u&W3(+) \| p(z)z2 |:| n OC :, ;;m&iu, ;m&iuo d++
12
, (42)
where pairing is generated by matrix
C :, ;=}
s # ;
C s (C [:]Ci+1A&2 |:| n)C i+2 } } } C m.
By assumption (4) on structure of array 3 (17), there is a pair (q, C ) # 3
which majorizes pair (z2 |:| n p(z), C :, ;) (18).
Expression (42) is estimated from above by K } &u&2W3(+) , so we are
done. K
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Proposition 5. For any W3(+) there exists W3$(+) such that W3$(+)/
DW3(+)(H4) densely, continuously, and uniformly on 4/Z
d, |4|; i.e.,
_3$, \4/Zd, |4|, &H4 u&W3(+)&u&W3$(+) (43)
for all u # Pcyl(R
Zd).
Proof. For convenience we use
|mu| 2C=OC
mu, muo (44)
for pairing in (15).
To estimate (43) it is sufficient to estimate each term in (13) by &u&2W3$(+)
and suggest the exact procedure of constructing the array 3$.
Using commutation (29) we have
4 |
RZ
d
p |m(H4 u)| 2C d+
=| p } 2H4 mu+ :
m&1
i=0
 i[(F"I4+BI4) m&iu] }
2
C
d+
(2m+1) {4 | p |H4 mu| 2C d+ (45)
+| p | iBI4 m&iu| 2C d+ (46)
+| p | i(F"I4 m&iu)| 2C d+= . (47)
Below we will successively estimate expressions (45), (46), (47). Using
the exact representation of operator H4 (11),
H4= 12 :
k # 4
[&2k&;k k] ,
where ;k=&F $(xk)&(Bx)k , we can estimate the expression (45) by the
next sum of terms, multiplied by 3(2m+1):
| p OC \ :k # 4 
2
k+ mu, \ :k # 4 
2
k+ muo d+ (48)
+| p OC \ :k # 4 (Bx)k k+ 
mu, \ :k # 4 (Bx)k k+ 
muo d+ (49)
+| p OC \ :k # 4 F $(xk)k+ 
mu, \ :k # 4 (F $(xk)k+ 
muo d+. (50)
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The first term is estimated by Ho lder inequality
(48)\ :k # Zd 1d
2
k+ |RZd p ODBCm+2u, m+2uo d+, (51)
where matrix D=[dk]k # Zd is diagonal and satisfies condition
k # Zd 1d
2
k<. The pairing O } , } o is defined in (15), Definition 1.
Expression (49) could be estimated as
(49)# :
k1 , ..., km # Zd
C 1k1 } } } C
m
km | p } :j # 4 (Bx) j j k } } } km u }
2
d+
\ :j # Zd
1
dj+ :k1 , ..., km # Zd C
1
k1 } } } C
m
km
_| p :
j # Zd
d j |(Bx) j  j k1 } } } km u|
2 d+. (52)
As for any numbers {j
:
j # Zd
d j |(Bx) j {j | 2
= :
|ki& j |R0 , i=1, 2
j, k1 , k2 # Zd
d j b( j&k1) b( j&k2) xk1 xk2 {
2
j
sup
j # Zd
|b( j )| 2 :
|ki& j |R0 , i=1, 2
j, k1 , k2 # Zd
d j {2j \
x2k1
2
+
x2k2
2 +
sup
j # d
|b( j )| 2 :
|ki& j |R0 , i=1, 2
j, k1 , k2 # Zd
d j {2j \ z2ak1+
z
2ak2+
sup |b( j )| 2 max
|k& j |R0
|akaj | 2 :
j # Zd
d j
aj
{2j } z,
where z=k # Zd ak (1+x
2
k), see (7), we can finally estimate (52), and there-
fore (49) by
(49)MB |
RZ
d
p(z)z O(DA&1C) mu, muo d+. (53)
To estimate the expression (50) we use the next estimate, which follows
trivially from (3):
_M4 , |F$(xk)|2M4(1+x2k)
2n+1 a
2n+1
k
a2n+1k
M4 z2n+1k M4 z
2n+1A&2n&1.
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So we obtain
1
2 | p :k1 , ..., km # Zd
C 1k1 } } } C
m
km } :j # 4 F$(xj )  j k1 } } } km u }
2
d+

1
2 \ :k # Zd
1
dk+ | p ODC(F$) mu, (F$) muo d+

M4
2 \ :k # Zd
1
dk+ | pz2n+1 O(DA&2n&1C) m+1u, m+1uo d+.(54)
The term in (46) we estimate using the finiteness of matrix B
| p | iBI4 m&iu | 2C d+
=| p :
k1 , ..., km # Zd
C 1k1 } } } C
m
km } k1 } } } ki
_ :
| j&ki+1| R0
j # 4
b( j&ki+1) j ki+2 } } } km u }
2
d+
(2R0)d sup |b( j )| 2 | p :
j # Zd, | j&ki+1|R0
k1 , ..., km # Zd
C 1k1 } } } C
i
ki C
i+2
ki+2 } } } C
m
km
} \C i+1j
C i+1ki+1
C i+1j + |k1 } } } ki  j ki+2 } } } km u | 2 d+
(2R0)2d &b& #3 | p(z) OCmu, muo d+. (55)
Now we begin to estimate (47). After the application of Leibnitz's rule
we obtain
| p | i(F"I4 m&iu)| 2C d+
=| p :
k1 , ..., km # Zd
C 1k1 } } } C
m
km |k1 } } } ki (F"(xki+1) ki+1 } } } km u)|
2 d+
=| p } :
: & ;=<
: _ ;=[1, ..., i]
(:F") } (;m&i&1u)| 2C d+
2m+1 :
: & ;=<
: _ ;=[1, ..., i]
| p(z) |;m&iu | 2CF:, ; d+, (56)
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where matrix
C :, ;F =}
s # ;
C s[C[:]Ci+1 |F (2+|:| )(xki+1)|
2 I4]Ci+2 } } } Cm
and C[:]=>t # : C
t. Here we used that
k F (m)(xj )=$kj F (m+1)(xj ).
From conditions on polynomial F for |:|0 we have
_D2 , |F (2+|:| )(xk)|D2(1+x2k)
n a
n
k
ank
D2 znA&n;
then any expression in (56) is estimated by modulo by
D22 | p(z) z2n |;[i+1, ..., m]u| 2R d+, (57)
where | } | R is constructed by matrix R , generated by A and C1 , ..., Cm as
R=}
s # ;
C s[A&2nCi+1C [:]]Ci+2 } } } C m. (58)
From expressions (51), (53), (54), (55), (57), (58) it becomes clear how
to construct the array 3$. First, if pair (p, C 1 } } } Cm) belongs to 3,
then pairs defined below should be in the array 3$:
(A0) (p(z), DDC 1 } } } Cm)
(A1) (p(z)z, DA&1C 1 } } } Cm)
(A2) (p(z)z2n+1, DA&2n&1 C 1 } } } Cm)
(B) (p(z), C 1 } } } Cm)
(C) \:, ;, _/[1, ..., m] : : _ ; _ _=[1, ..., m] :
_ is connected, m # _, : & ;=<, ; & _=<, : & _=< (p(z)z2n,
}s # ; C s[A&2nCt0C:] (}s # _"t0 C
s), where C:=>t # : C
t, t0=inf _.
We call all pairs (p$, C$) generated by the rules (A, B, C) from array 3
by array 91#3. Then we apply to each weight in 91 the rule (17). This
gives array 92 . Proceeding in this manner we arrive at a sequence of arrays
[9i]. But this sequence is finite, because at each step the application of
(17) reduces the order of differentiations on 1 and in norm (13) the order
of maximal differentiation is finite. So for some sufficiently large n0 we have
9n0=9n0+1.
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Now we simply adjust 3$=9n0 , and the corresponding space W3$(+)
satisfies both conditions of uniform on 4/Zd, |4| quasi-accreativity
and the inclusion required in the statement of this proposition. K
Below we introduce spaces of continuously differentiable functions which
possess the important property of uniform on lattice 4/Zd, |4| semi-
boundedness from below (i.e., quasi-accreativity) for operators [H4], like
in Proposition 4. We would like especially to mention that the Cauchy
problem for the Dirichlet operators of Gaussian measures in the similar
spaces was investigated in [14] at n=0 when 3#(p0 , <) and 3#
[(p0 , <), (p0 , Id), (p0 , IdId)], i.e., in C and C 2 scales.
Definition 10. Banach space C3 (R
Zd) is introduced as a closure of
functions from Pcyl(R
Zd), for which the norm
& f &2C(3)= max
(p, C) # 3
sup
x # RZd
OCmf, mfo (x)
p(z)
(59)
is finite, with z=k # Zd ak(1+x
2
k), ak>0, k # Zd ak=1, x=[xk]k # Zd like
in (7), (8).
Here finite array of weights 3=[(p, C)] should satisfy:
A. Requirements (1), (2) of Definition 1 and one of seminorms in
array 3 has the form supx # RZd | f |
2p0(z).
B. Structure of weights in 3: \(p, C=C 1 } } } Cm) # 3 and for
any matrix [C ]i< j=[1, ..., m] defined in (17), there is a weight (q, C ) # 3
such that it majorize weight (p, C ij) in the sense
_M,
z2n
p(z)

M
q(z)
, z1, (60)
[C ij]lM } C l, l=1, ..., m&1,
where the second inequality is one of diagonal matrices.
In analogue to condition (4) in Definition 1 requirement B above reflects
the precise dependence between derivatives of different orders for function
f # C3 . For example, if p(z) is the weight describing the growth of
mth-order derivative, then the (m&1)th-order derivative should have no
more than asymptotic growth
q(z)M
p(z)
z2n
, z1.
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The simplest norm in C3 has the form
& f &C(3)=max { supx # RZd
| f (x)|
p0(z)
, sup
x # RZd
Omf, mfo12
q(z) z2n(m&1)
, max
i=1, ..., m&1
sup
x
O[(A&2n)3i&1  } } }  (A&2n)3i&1] m&i f, m&i fo12
q(z) z2n(m&(i+1)) = . (61)
Theorem 11. Under conditions (2), (3) space C3(RZ
d
) is a space of
uniform on lattice 4 # Zd, |4| quasi-accreativity for operators [H4]
(11); i.e., _M3 ,
\u # C3 & Pcyl(R
Zd), \4/Zd, Re lu (H4u) &M3 &u&2C(3) , (62)
where lu denotes one of the tangent functionals to u in C3(RZ
d
) [29]:
&lu&C*(3)=&u&C(3) and lu(u)=&u&
2
C(3) .
Proof. Let u # Pcyl(R
Zd) be such that &u&C3<, with cylindricity sup-
port 4=suppcyl u.
(1) First we suppose that norm (59) is attained for some weight
(p, C) # 3 at some finite point x
*
# RZ
d
, i.e.,
_Q # Zd |Q|< xk*=0, k  Q and :
k # Q
(xk*)2<
Then we can proceed as in the proof of Proposition 4. Using commutation
(29) and twice identity (33) we have
2 Re lu (H4 u)=2 Re
OCmH4 u, muo (x)
p(z) }x=x
*
=2 Re
OCH4 mu, muo
p(z) } x
*
+Re :
m&1
i=0
OC i[F4"I4+BI4] m&iu, muo
p(z) }x
*
=
1
p(z)
H4 OCmu, muo }x
*
+
O(I4C) mu, muo
p(z) }x
*
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+ :
m&1
i=0
Re
OCi([F 4"I4+BI4] m&iu), muo
p(z) } x
*
H4 \OC
mu, muo
p(z) + }x
*
(63)
&[H4(1p)] } OCmu, muo | x
*
(64)
+O4(1p), 4 } o (OCmu, muo) | x
*
(65)
+Re :
m&1
i=0
OC i([F 4"I4+BI4] m&iu), muo
p(z) }x
*
. (66)
Term (63) is non-negative, because x
*
is the maximum point for 1p(z)
OCmu, muo. Using this property of x
*
again we see that
4 \OC
mu, muo
p(z) + }x
*
=0
or that
(4 OCmu, muo)| x
*
=&p4(1p) } OCmu, muo| x
*
. (67)
In fact (67) substitutes the integration by parts in (34) and leads to the
weights p(z) in the denominators of C3-norm.
Property (67) enables us to transform term (65). So we see that
(63)+(64)+(65)
[&H4 (1p)&p O4 (1p), 4 (1p)o] } OCmu, muo| x
*
=OCmu, muo
_{H4 pp2 +
O4 p, 4 po
p3
&p O4 1p, 4 1po= } x
*
=
1
p2
OCmu, muo (H4 p) } x
*
&M3
p
p2
OCmu, muo }x
*
&M &u&2C(3) ,
where we have used Hint 9 and that
H4 1p=
1
2
:
k # 4
[&k&;k] \&k pp2 += &
H4 p
p2
&
O4 p, 4 po
p3
with ;k=&F$(xk)& j # Zd b(k& j )xj .
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The term (66) is estimated from below like in steps (36)(42) in the
proof of Proposition 4. One only should replace measure + by Dirac
measure $x
*
. The only difference is that after step (42) we have to use the
hierarchy of weights in the C3-norm instead of hierarchy in space W3(+).
As important moment it is used that
OCmu, muo
p(z) }x
*
=&u&2C(3)
majorize all other seminorms in &u&C(3) .
(2) For any cylinder function u # C3 & Pcyl(R
Zd), 4=suppcyl u, the
norm &u&C3 could be represented as
&u&C3= max
(p, C) # 3
sup
x4 # R4
OCmu(x4), mu(x4)o
p~ (1+k # 4 ak x
2
k)
, (68)
with function p~ (1+t)=infb0 p(1+t+b), coinciding with polynomial
p(t) for all t # [1, ), due to the monotonicity of p.
But the space of functions, for which the norm (68) is attained at finite
point x
*
# R4, k # 4 (x*)
2
k< is dense in the subspace of cylinder with
domain 4/Zd, |4| smooth functions equipped with C3-topology, so
we succed by (1). K
Proposition 6. For any 4/Zd, |4|, and i # [0, 1]d the Cauchy
problem

t
f (t, x)=&H4 & U(i) f (t, x)
(69)
f (0, x)= f0(x)
is smoothly solved in Pcyl(R
Zd); i.e., f0 # Pcyl(R
Zd) implies \t>0 f (t, } ) #
Pcyl(R
Zd).
Proof. We prove Proposition 6 for operator H4 & U(0) , when
(i)=(0) # [0, 1]d. The cylindricity of initial value f0 # Pcyl(R
Zd), the finite
radius of interaction (2) and the special structure of operator H4 & U(0)
(21, 22) imply that it is sufficient to prove Proposition 6 only for finite sub-
sets 4/Zd. This is because the Cauchy problem (69) localizes from the set
4 & U(0) to that block parts (finite in number) which have non-empty
intersection with cylindricity support of f0 # Pcyl(R
Zd). For
S=[k # (2N0 Z)d : suppcyl f0 & {kg{<]
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the solution of (69) coincides with the solution of Cauchy problem

t
f (t, x)=&HQ f (t, x)
(70)
f (0, x)= f0(x),
where
Q=Q( f0)=4 & \ .k # S {kg+/Z
d, |Q|<. (71)
The continuous with derivatives polynomial behaviour of semigroups
generated by &2+b (with at most polynomial b) is a rather well-known
fact in the finite dimensional situation and could be obtained by different
techniques [11, 1921, 33, 35, 42].
We ground on Theorem (1.6) in [35] applied to the very special case
when V0#0, Vk=k=&Vk*, k # Q for finite set Q/Zd in the notations of
the paper cited. The required result follows from the CameronMartin
formula for Laplace plus polynomial drift operator, but we have also to
control the behaviour on boundary conditions. The reader familar with
paper [35] can immediately notice that all we need to end the proof is
estimate (78).
The operator HQ in (70) admits representation in terms of L8 from [35]
HQ=&12 :
k # Q
2k&
1
2 :
k # Q
;k k
= 12 :
k # Q
(e28Vk*)(e&28Vk)&V\=&L8.
Here ;k from (10) and function 8 has the form
8= 12 :
k # Q
F(xk)+ 14 :
|k& j |R0
[k, j] & Q{<
b(k& j ) xk xj . (72)
Consider function C8
C8= 12 :
k # Q
|Vk 8| 2& 12 \ :k # Q 
2
k+ 8
= 18 :
k # Q }F $(xk)+ :j : | j&k|R0 b(k& j )xj }
2
& 14 :
k # Q
[F"(xk)+b(0)].
(73)
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The highest power polynomials in (72) and (73) are F and |F $| 2 respec-
tively, so for any fixed boundary point xZd"Q=[xj] j # Zd"Q we have
_M(xZd"Q), \xZd"Q inf
xQ # RQ
8(xZd) 7 C
8(xZd)&M(xZd"Q)>&.
(74)
Under condition (74) in [35, Theorem (1.6)] it was proved that for any
fixed xZd "Q there exists precisely one Markov semigroup [P
8
t , t>0] on
B(RQ) such that
P8T f0& f0=|
T
0
P8t L
8 f0 dt, T>0, (75)
for all f0 # C 0 (R
Q). Moreover [Pt] admits representation [35, (1.9)]
P8T f0(x)=E
W[R8(T, x) f0(x+W QT )], (76)
where W is the standard Wiener measure on C0(]0, ), RQ), W QT is the
corresponding Wiener process, and
R8(T, x)=exp(8(x)&8(x+W QT )&|
T
0
C8(x+W Qs ) ds). (77)
Introduce finite subset 1/Zd
1=[suppcyl f0 _ QR0]"Q,
where QR0 is a R0-vicinity of Q/Z
d.
In fact function P8t f0(x) (76) depends only on variables (xQ , x1) due to
the finite radius of interaction assumption (2).
The preservance of smoth polynomial behaviour by P8t on both (xQ , x1)
would immediately follow from [35, proof of Theorem (1.6)] if we show
the differentiability of (76) on (xQ , x1).
The differentiability of (76) on parameters (xQ , x1) requires the next
estimate on the moments of the CameronMartin perturbation of Wiener
measure with function .=(1+|x1| 2+|xQ| 2)k
EW[R8(T, x)[1+|x1| 2+|xQ+W QT |
2]k]
=.EW[R9(T, x) e&0
T (HQ ..)(x+Ws
Q) ds1]etM.[1+|x1| 2+|xQ| 2]k.
(78)
Above, the positive martingale R9 is constructed like R8 (77) by func-
tion 9=8&ln .. Uniform on variables (xQ , x1) constant M. appears
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from HQ .&M. ., like in Hint 9. We have also used above that by a
simple calculation C9=C8&HQ .. and so
R8(t, x) .(x+W Qt )=.(x) R
9(t, x) e&0
t (HQ..)(x+Ws
Q) ds .
As a consequence of estimate (78) in analog to [35, Theorem (1.6)] we
have that for each T>0 semigroup P8t preserves smooth functions of poly-
nomial with derivatives growth
P8T : P

cyl(R
Zd)  Pcyl(R
Zd). (79)
Finally, if f # Pcyl(R
Zd), then the functions (t, x) # [0, )_RQ _ 1 
P8t f (x) are elements of C
([0, )_RQ _ 1) and satisfy the next relation,
presenting the solution of Cauchy problem (69) [35, Th. (1.12)]
P 8t f
t
=P 8t (&HQ f )=&HQ P
8
t f. (80)
The properties (79) and (80) are justified by the estimate (78) and
resulting ability to differentiate representation (76). K
Appendix
In this Appendix we clarify in the simplest one-dimensional case how the
hierarchy of weights leads to quasi-accreativity.
Consider measure
d+=exp(&F(x)) dx
with polynomial
F(x)=a2n+2 x
2n+2+ } } } +a0 , n1. (81)
Note that for all k1 we have R1 (1+x
2)k d+(x)<.
The Dirichlet operator of measure + has the form
H+ u=&12
2u+ 12F $(x) u, (82)
where =x and function u # P(R1) is infinitely continuously differen-
tiable with at most polynomial growth of function and its derivatives.
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The norm in space W3(R
1, +) is introduced as
&u&2W3= :
m
k=0
|
R1
pk(1+x2) |ku(x)|2 d+(x) (83)
for 3=(p0(t), ..., pm(t)) with t=1+x2.
The monotonous polynomials pk(t) satisfy the following conditions:
(1) \t1, pk(t)=, k=0, ..., m
(2) _D=D31 such that for all k=2, ..., m,
(1+x2)2n } pk(1+x2)D } pk&1(1+x2). (84)
The next theorem shows that assumptions (1), (2) are sufficient for
quasi-accreativity, like in Proposition 4.
Theorem 12. Let 3=(p0 , ..., pm) satisfy conditions (1), (2). Then
operator H+ (82) is quasi-accreative in W3(R1, +); i.e., _M3 , \u # P(R1)
Re(H+ u, u)W3 &M3 &u&
2
W3
. (85)
Remark. In fact the quasi-accreativity is a consequence of polinomiality
and quasi-concavity of F
_:, ; # R1, xF $(x)&:, F"&;.
Proof. Using the simple commutation
2[, H+]u=F" u
for u # P(R1) we have
2 Re(H+ u, u)W3=2 :
m
k=0
Re |
R1
pk(1+x2) kH+ u } ku d+
=Re :
m
k=0
|
R1
pk[2H+ ku
+ :
k&1
i=0
i(F"k&iu)] ku d+(x). (86)
Due to the identity
H+ | f | 2=2 Re H+ f } f &|f | 2
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and the symmetricity of operator H+ in L2(R1, +) we obtain the first term
in (86) in the form
(86)1= :
m
k=0
|
R1
pk[H+ |ku| 2+|ku| 2] d+
 :
m
k=0
|
R1
(H+ pk) } |ku| 2 d+
&M :
m
k=0
|
R1
pk |ku| 2 d+= &M &u&2W3 . (87)
Above we have used that H+ pk &Mpk with certain uniform on
k=1, ..., m constant M:
H+ pk=[&12
2+ 12F $] pk(1+x
2)
=&p$k(1+x2)&2x2pk"(1+x2)+F $(x) } x } p$k(1+x2)
&|p$k(t)|&2t |pk"(t)|&: |p$k(t)|&Mpk(t), t=1+x2.
Here constant :>0 is such that
F $(x) } x&:.
We transform the second term in (86) using the Lagrange formula on
differentiation of product
i( fg)= :
i
j=0
C ji 
j f }  i& jg
and picking up the terms with j=0
(86)2= :
m
k=0
:
k&1
i=0
|
R1
pk F" |ku| 2 d+(x) (88)
+Re :
m
k=0
:
k&1
i=0
:
i
j=1
C ji |
R1
pk( jF")( i& jk&iu) ku d+(x). (89)
The term (88) is estimated from below
(88)&;(m+1) :
m
k=0
|
R1
pk |ku| 2 d+(x)=&;(m+1) &u&2W3 , (90)
where constant ;>0 appears due to the quasi-concavity of polynomial F
(81), i.e., \x # R1 we have F"(x)&;.
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As a consequence of (81) we have the estimate
_M1 , \j=1, ..., 2n, | jF"(x)|M1 } (1+x2)n,
which leads by condition (b) (84) to the estimate
| jF"(x)| 2 pk(1+x2)
M1(1+x2)2n pk(1+x2)
M1 D3 pk&1(1+x2)M1 Dm3 } pk& j (1+x
2).
This leads to the next estimate of (89) by modulo and so from below
}Re :
m
k=0
:
k&1
i=0
:
i
j=1
C ji |
R1
pk( jF") k& ju } ku d+(x) }
\ :
m
k=0
:
k&1
i=0
:
i
j=1
C ji+
_ max
j, k=0, ..., m \|R1 pk | jF"| 2 } |k& ju| 2 d++
12
&u&W3
M2 - M1 Dm3 &u&2W3 .
Estimates (87), (90) and the above lead to the statement (85). K
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